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Accomplishments for November

• Phil Plait and Sarah Silva conducted a Black Hole Educator full day workshop at Louisiana Art & Science Museum in Baton Rouge, LA on November 4th.
• Phil Plait, Tim Graves, and Logan Hill attended the Advanced Imaging Conference in San Jose, CA. We had the GLAST E/PO booth there and handed out Global Telescope Network flyers.
• We received reviews back from our external evaluators WestEd:
  – Supernova Educator Guide
  – Space Mystery Solar Supernova
  – SLAC Virtual Visitor Center LAT Simulator
• We expect the other Space Mystery to be submitted to our external evaluators in December.
• Organizing a private showing of the GLAST sponsored Planetarium show, Black Holes: The Other Side Of Infinity during the GLAST symposium. We hope to have this on February 8, 2007. We will be charging $20 for transportation to and from Chabot, there is no cost if people have their own transportation.
Accomplishments for November

- We are submitting the following products to the product review.
  - New Submissions:
    - Solar Supernova
    - English and Spanish version of the Black Hole FAQ
    - Magnetic Globe Demo
    - SLAC Virtual Visitor Center LAT Simulator
    - Active Galaxies Pop-up Book
  - Resubmission:
    - Active Galaxies educator guide and poster
- We ordered the following items in preparation for GLAST launch:
  - GLAST launch magnet
  - GLAST lanyards
  - GLAST updated cubes
- Lynn Cominsky and Sarah Silva presented “High Energy Education and Public Outreach” at the Santa Cruz Institute for Particle Physics on November 28.
September Variance Report

- We are in the process of catching up on expenses and finishing many many projects.
- We expect no impact at this time.
- We also are waiting for our remaining FY06 funds to finalize unfinished projects.